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OVERVIEW
"Jordanova’s programmatic focus goes green - but with a twist.”

• Kernel is a six movement suite for harp and electronics composed in 2020 - 21. 

• In Kernel, Jordanova explores her original techniques that make a variety of 
harmonics and multiphonics available on harp. She compares seeds with pitches.  
“Similar to how a seed is a capsule containing the genetic material of the plant – 
roots, stems, leaves and flowers—the fundamental in music is comprised of all its 
overtones, as its sound is defined by all of the component frequencies of a vibrating 
string.” The six movements of Kernel progress through the seasonal life cycle of a 
plant. In edition to the sound processing  she uses a violin bow in Dormancy, a 
triangle beater as a “slide” in Shoots and makes the “kernelesque” sounding 
harmonics in Germination in order to depict the growth of plants in sound.  

• Grit is a work for organ and electronics, composed in 2020. In Grit, music 
incorporates only the electronically encapsulated distorted sounds played on the 18c 
organ, whose pipes were dusted over with sand, in Guerrero, Mexico. In Grit, a 
socio-political angle, inherent in other Jordanova’s albums, is entwined with the 
music. 

HIGHLIGHTS
• Kernel & Grit is Jordanova’s seventh studio album.  It features two new works 

composed and recorded in 2020-21. 
• Both Kernel and Grit are performed by the composer.
• Further reading: album liner notes by Joseph Dalton
• A limited series physical CD release is scheduled for September 2021.
• Jordanova’s effortless mastery of harp playing combined with her creativity in 

composition may easily cast Kernel Suite for Harp as an important reference for the 
21c composers writing for harp. 

SHORT BIO
Victoria Jordanova

Victoria Jordanova is a composer, harpist and media artist. She “has a tightly 
controlled focus to her work, a singularity of vision” (NewMusicBox Magazine, 
2005) while melding experimental techniques, electronics and improvisation with her 
classical music education.  Jordanova’s music world is informed by an international 
career, the San Francisco and New York alternative avant-garde, as well as 
contemporary politics and culture. Her works are “strange and fascinating, very 
personal and delicate, full of great imagination” (Jan de Kruijff Musicalifeiten, 
Netherland, 2017) and her music “ still very beautiful in the traditional sense” (Tim 
Page, New York Newsday,1994). Jordanova has released six albums on CRI, Innova 
and Arpaviva labels. Her music was included in “Forty Years of Discovery” the CRI 
anniversary anthology release of American music. In 2002 Jordanova founded 
Arpaviva Recordings, a Los Angeles based independent music and media label. She 
performed at Lincoln Center’s Alice Tully Hall, Merkin Concert Hall (NY), MOMA, 
LACMA, Yerba Buena Center for the Arts, San Francisco, CNMAT at UC Berkeley,  
Experimental Intermedia, NY, Knitting Factory, NY and other venues nationally and 
internationally.

Victoria Jordanova

Click for album download
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TRACKS STREAMING
1. Dormancy
2. Germination
3. Shoots
4. Summer
5. Wilting
6. Winter
7. Grit

Kernel & Grit  harp + electronics / organ + electronics

Click for hi-res album art
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